We analyse continuum and emission-line variability in NGC 4151 based on IUE spectra taken with nearly complete I-d sampling over a 35-d interval during 1991 NovemberDecember. The 1320-A continuum undertook a bumpy exponential decline by a factor -3 over 25 d, and then made a dramatic recovery in -2 d near the end of the campaign. The same pattern of variations occurred in all continuum bands with an amplitude that decreases with wavelength out to 3000 A. Cross-correlations reveal emission-line variations lagging behind the continuum variations. The red wing, core and blue wing of the C IV emission line lag by 1.8, 4.4 and 3.2d respectively. Maximum entropy fits to continuum light curves and line profile variations yield more detailed velocity-delay maps of the CIV and Herr responses at delays from 0 to 20 d. The line maps generally decline from a peak at 0 delay, implying bighvelocity gas inside 1 light-day. The velocity-delay structure of CIV is asymmetric, with a strong red wing at T :5 2 d, and a faint blue wing at T :5 10 d. This suggests inflow in the bighvelocity inner regions, but might also be interpreted as outflow combined with an inward anisotropy. The C IV velocity range decreases with delay in a way that suggests vitial motions around a mass of _10 7 M 0 .
INTRODUCTION
By now it is a familiar argument that in active galactic nuclei (AGN) the photoionized emission lines respond to changes in the ionizing flux, and so by comparing line and continuum variations we can measure the size and probe the spatial distribution and velocity field of the emission-line gas near the nucleus (Ballcall, Kozlovsky & Salpeter 1972; Blandford & McKee 1982; Peterson 1993; Gondhalekar, Home & Peterson 1994) . The line fluxes and velocity profiles that we observe from the nucleus are in fact a superposition of responses from different parts of an extended but unresolved emission-line region. Line emission from each site is Doppler shifted due to the local velocity of the gas, and delayed in time because the path from central ionizing source to emission-line site to observer is longer than the continuum photons' direct path from centre to observer. This extended emission-line region acts as a delay buffer, delivering us line responses that sample the past history of the ionizing flux over a time comparable to the light travel time across the diameter of the emission-line region. The narrow emission lines in AGN spectra do not appear to vary rapidly because the narrow-line region (NLR) extends over hundreds of parsecs. In contrast the broad emission-line variations on time-scales of days *E-mail: mulrich@eso.org(M-HU);kdh1@st-andrews.ac.uk (KH) imply that the broad-line region (BLR) size is of order lightdays.
Our ability to infer the geometry and kinematics of the emissionline gas depends on the character of the variations in the ionizing flux. An ideal 'event' in the continuum light curve would be a narrow spike resembling a delta function -a large-amplitude maximum or minimum with a short time-scale and well separated from any previous or following events. Unfortunately, AGN are hardly ever so cooperative, but their erratic variations do provide information on a range of time-scales which can sometimes be decoded to extract the structural information we seek.
The nucleus of NGC 4151 is particularly interesting in this respect because of its large-amplitude and rapid variations. Between 1978 and 1991 IUE has recorded frequent changes by factors up to -3 in its ultraviolet (UV) flux (for a discussion of these data see Ulrich et al. 1991) . In 1993, when NGC 4151 was observed at the historical maximum of its UV flux, it displayed 10 per cent variations on time-scales even shorter than 1 d (Edelson et al. 1994 ). The only well-observed AGN with larger amplitude flux variations is F9 (Clavel, Wamsteker & Glass 1989) . SWP43229  1800  911126  13:59  209  LWP21872  2100  911128  13:25  204  SWP43228  3600  911126  12:08  202  LWP21873  1500  911128  15:04  200  SWP43234  3600  911127  12:21  199  LWP21893  2100  911130  11:47  194  SWP43235  3000  911127  14:09  211  LWP21894  1500  911130  13:41  194  SWP43244  3900  911128  12:09  208  LWP21904  2100  911201  14:25  196  SWP43245  3000  911128  14:07  206  LWP21905  1620  911201  15:51  188  SWP43275  3600  911130  12:31  195  LWP21930  2100  911204  11:03  205  SWP43276  1800  911130  14:19  197  LWP21931  1200  911204  12:38  200  SWP43285  3600  911201  13:11  197  LWP21943  2100  911205  14:10  197  SWP43286  2100  911201  15:08  189  LWP21944  1200  911205  15:51  198  SWP43287  1200  911201  16:27  185  LWP 21956  2100  911206  15:03  197  SWP43314  3600  911204  09:55  204  LWP21957  1500  911206  16:24  200  SWP43315  2700  911204  11:46  192  LWP21965  2100  911207  11:08  201  SWP43323  4200  911205  12:52  200  LWP21966  1200  911207  12:45  198  SWP43324  3000  911205  14:54  196  SWP43325  1500  911205  16:22  197  SWP43333  4200  9112Qp  13:46  203 wings were shown to vary in synch with the continuum, while the at practically all epochs motivated an even more intense campaign ofIUE observations during 1991 November 9 -December 15. The UV continuum flux again varied by a factor -3, passing through a have different profiles, e.g. CIV }'1549 is broader than Cm] }'1909 deep minimum and then rising with a time-scale of 1 to 2 d. The light curve is rather well sampled, with intervals of 1 or 2 d between which is broader than Mg II },2800. The highest velocity gas consecutive observations in most cases. therefore has the highest ionization state. What the analysis of We present the data and the light curves in Section 2. The variability adds to this picture is that the highest velocity gas varies response of the emission lines to the continuum variations is on the shortest time-scale and is therefore closest to the nucleus analysed by cross-correlation methods and Monte Carlo simula- (Clavel et al. 1990) .
tions in Section 3 and by maximum entropy methods in Section 4. This was first demonstrated with a data set from the 1988
The results are summarized and discussed in Section 5. November 29 -1989 January 30 campaign of IUE observations of NGC 4151 (Clavel et al. 1990 ). With 4-day sampling over 2 months, IUE recorded the UV continuum passing through a deep 2 ANALYSIS OF SPECTRAL VARIATIONS minimum (factor of 3) and a smaller maximum. By measuring line 2.1 The mean and variable components of the spectrum and continuum fluxes from the spectra, splitting the C IV emission line into wings (lvl :!: 3000 k:m S-l) and core (Ivl < 3000 k:m S-l),
The IUE satellite observed NGC 4151 on 22 different days during and cross-correlating the resulting light curves, the high-velocity 1991 November 9 -December 15. The resulting data set includes 44 spectra from the SWP camera (fable 1) and 37 spectra from the LWP camera (fable 2). All these spectra were taken with the large aperture and in the low-dispersion mode of IUE. Fig. 1 shows the mean of the 44 SWP spectra, and the 'root-meansquare' of the variations about the mean spectrum. These spectra quantify the variability ofNGC 4151 during the 1991 campaign by effectively decomposing the light into a 'constant component' characterized by the mean spectrum, and a 'variable component' characterized by the rms spectrum. Before calculating the mean and rms spectra, we shifted several of the individual spectra by 1 or 2 pixels to align the narrow peaks of the Lycy, He II and C m] emission lines. This compensates for small displacements of the object within the IUE aperture, which if uncorrected would mimic rapid variations on the slopes of sharp spectral features. We also applied a small correction to the rms spectrum by subtracting in quadrature the rms spectrum expected from Poisson noise and 3 per cent fixed pattern noise in the individual spectra. As a result, the rms spectrum in Fig. 1 should reflect only variability that is intrinsic to NGC 4151. Fig. 1 shows that the mean and variable components differ in their continuum emission, and in the profiles and ratios of their emission and absorption lines. The continuum is roughly flat at A -9 X 10-14 erg cm-2 s-1 A-1 in the mean spectrum, and has a slightly bluer slope in the rms spectrum. Narrow emission-line peaks are visible at Lycy,HeII A1640, CIV }'1549 andCm] }'1909in the mean spectrum but are absent in the rms spectrum, indicating that these narrow emission components do not vary appreciably over the 35-d baseline of the observations. In contrast the broad emission-line wings are generally stronger in the rms spectrum, particularly for the high-ionization lines. He II and N v display broad wings that extend to 10 -15 x 10 3 km S-1 in the rms spectrum; such wings are hardly visible in the mean spectrum. Thus the variable component of the light is characterized by a larger velocity dispersion than lessvariable components.
Narrow blueshifted absorption is seen in the resonance lines. This indicates that a mildly outfiowing gas obscures at least part of the emission-line and continuum production regions. The absorption is much deeper in the rms spectrum, implying a higher covering fraction for the more variable regions. The C IV profile has a striking double-peaked appearance that arises from the narrow blueshifted absorption cutting into the broader background emission. The absorption core approaches the continuum level in the rms spectrum, where it is perhaps 3-4 times deeper than in the mean spectrum. C IV emission appears to be stronger on the red side in the mean spectrum and on the blue side in the rms spectrum, an effect which can be attributed to the blueshifted absorption plus an absence of narrow emission in the rms spectrum. Similarly impressive blueshifted absorption features cut deeply into the broad blend ofLycy and N v emission. Here again the absorption is much deeper in the rms spectrum. The N v absorption extends below the continuum level. The outfiowing gas that produces these absorption features must cover a large fraction of the region that produces the variable line and continuum emission. fA (1450A) 11.5 0.44 3.8%
Units: 10-14 erg cm-2 S-1 for CIV, 10-14 erg cm-2 s-1 A -1 for the continuum.
Line and continuum light curves
From each of the spectra we measured continuum fluxes in several nearly line-free spectral bands, and emission-line intensities integrated over wavelength after subtracting an underlying continuum interpolated from adjacent wavelengths. We integrated the -9990 to -4040kms-1 , -3180 to +2800kms-l, +3860 to +9780kms-1 , -16400 to +12545kms-1 .
The intensity in each slice was measured above the continuum defined as a straight line between continuum windows at 1450 and 1723 A.
We assessed the repeatability of measurements by using 16 cases in which two JUE spectra were taken within a few hours of each other. The difference in measurements from the two spectra, M, averaged over all 16 pairs, yields a rough 'index of repeatability' as given in Table 3 for various measured quantities. In this table (X) is the mean value of the measured quantity, (I M I) is the mean of the absolute values of M over the 16 pairs, and (1M 1)/ (X) is the index of repeatability expressed as a percentage. These values we find agree reasonably well with previous studies of repeatability in IUE measurements (e.g. Bohlin et al. 1980) . The index of repeatability underestimates the total uncertainty, since some errors become apparent only on longer time-scales. For the cross-correlation analysis and Monte Carlo simulations to be discussed in Section 3, we adopt the following values for the relative errors: 8 per cent for the continuum, 10 per cent for the wings and other sections of lines, and 8 per cent for the sum of the blue and red wings in 1988-89 (see below). Fig. 2 (a) exhibits the continuum light curves measured at 1450, 1723, 2689 and 3010 A.. These are very similar in shape, but have a smaller amplitude at longer wavelengths, a phenomenon observed also during previous campaigns of JUE observations ofNGC 4151 (perola et al. 1982 ) and other AGN (Rosenblatt et al. 1992; Paltani & Courvoisier 1994) . For the present analysis it is important to note that all the features in the light curve of the continuum flux measured on the SWP spectra are present also in the continuum light curves measured on the L WP spectra, giving confidence in the reality of these features.
The light curves of the blue and the red wings of CIV are compared with the 1450-A. continuum light curve in Fig. 2(b) . Examination of these light curves already provides a rough estimate for the time delay with which the C rv wings respond to continuum variations. There are two interesting groups of four consecutive observations spaced by 1 d: November 23-26 and December 4-7. During the former, the continuum has a distinct 1-d maximum on November 24. The blue wing stays at its maximum on two days, Noy-ember 24 and 25, and the red wing peaks on November 24 followed by a slow decline. This indicates a time delay longer than -1 d and a hint that the red wing responds faster than the blue wing. In December, the continuum passes through a minimum on the 5th, then increases by a factor of 1.32 between December 5 and 6 and by a further factor of 1.6 between December 6 and 7. The blue and the red wings start increasing after December 6, again indicating a response time of 1-2 d. Following the minimum on December 4-5, the red wing recovers its full intensity by as soon as December 13, but the blue wing recovers only about half as much.
In summary, the light curves of the CIV wings reveal the presence of material that is responding to the continuum variations with a time delay of 1 to 2 d. There is a hint that the red wing reacts faster than the blue wing -this is, however, close to the detectability limit and also the tighter response of the red wing might be attributed to blending of this wing with He II 1640. To first order the red and blue wings of C IV respond symmetrically. A delay of 2 d does not necessarily mean that the closest part of the BLR is located 2 light-days from the continuum source, but rather that some highvelocity clouds (both approaching and receding) lie within 2 lightdays of the line of sight.
The intensity of the Mg II line and the continuum flux at 2689 and 3010A. are plotted versus time in Fig. 2(c) . The weak downward trend seen in the Mg II intensity may reflect the continuum flux decrease in the first part of this campaign or during an even earlier decay. No LWP spectra were taken after 1991 December 7. Fig. 3 shows light curves from the earlier cam~aign (1988 November 29 -1989 January 30), including the 1450-A continuum and the blue and red wings of CIV. These were measured using the same velocity intervals as specified above for direct comparison with the results in Fig. 2(b) . Note that the sampling is -4 d for this 1988-89 campaign, and the continuum decline occurs on a timescale roughly twice as long as in the 1991 November-December campaign presented here. 
CROSS· CORRELATION ANALYSIS
To investigate the time delays more quantitatively, we employed cross-correlation methods. The cross-correlation function CCF(T) is defined by a convolution of the line light curve L(t) with a series of time-shifted continuum light curves C(t -T):
Because our measurements of the line and continuum light curves occur only at discrete times, we used the 'discrete cross-correlation function', or DCF, as developed by Edelson & Krolik (1988) . The DCF is basically the correlation coefficient rj between line and continuum measurements differing in time by Tj ± IlT. This procedure avoids interpolating noisy data, and permits the computation of error bars based on the statistics of the correlation coefficient. Fig. 4 shows DCFs relative to the 1450-A. continuum light curve for line light curves in each of the four 'slices' of the CIV >'1549 emission line.
We measured characteristic time lags from the DCFs in Fig. 4 as summarized in Table 4 . Such time lags are not unique, as they attempt to encapsulate in a single number the time-delay distribution of the emitting clouds. The time lag 7 peak from the CCF peak should represent the most concentrated region of line emissivity, often material closest to the ionizing source, while 7 centroid from the CCF centroid should give an emissivity-weighted average time lag over the photoionized region. To measure 7 centroid, we calculated the centroid of the DCF using all points inside the first zero-crossing on either side of the peak. To measure 7 peak, we used the maximum of a parabola passing through the highest point of the DCF and the two adjacent points.
The error bars shown on the DCFs in Fig. 4 are computed by the DCF routine based on the statistics of the correlation coefficient. We also used Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate uncertainties. Thus at each point in the light curve the continuum and the line intensity are allowed to take random values within their 10' error intervals. We used 8 per cent for the continuum, 10 per cent for the wings and other slices of the C IV emission line, and 8 per cent for the sum of blue and red wings in 1988-89. The 10' uncertainty in any statistic calculated from the data is then estimated as the standard deviation of values calculated from a set of such simulated data sets. In particular, we calculated the DCF and the peak and centroid time lags for each of 95 such simulated data sets, and used the standard deviations of the resulting values to obtain the 10' error bars reported in Table 4 .
From the results in Table 4 , we see that the red wing responds with the shortest lag, 1.7-1.9 d, while the blue wing has a longer lag, 2.6-3.7 d. This difference in lag between the red and blue wings confirms the qualitative conclusion of Section 2. The line core has an asymmetric DCFwith a lag of 3.8-5.0 d. The total CIV response, being a mix of the above components, has an intermediate lag of 2.4-3.8 d. Table 4 also gives DCF time lags for the C IV red+blue wings in the 1988-89 campaign, which are 2-4 d longer than their counterparts in the 1991 campaign. This difference is also evident in Fig. 5 , which shows for both campaigns the DCF curves for the C IV blue and red wings versus the 1450-A continuum. Some caution is necessary here, because the differences may arise because the 1-2d sampling of the 1991 campaign is capable of resolving faster time variations than the typically 4-d sampling of the 1988-89 campaign. Cross-correlation functions depend not only on the delay distribution of emission-line gas, but also the character of the ionizing continuum variations. When the photoionized gas has an asymmetric distribution over a range of time delays, the cross-correlation peak should fall closer to the true peak when probed by rapid continuum variations than when the continuum varies more slowly.
ECHO MAPPING BY THE MAXIMUM ENTROPY METHOD
The cross-correlation lags provide rough estimates for the size of the emission-line region, and suggest a redward asymmetry in the wings of C IV. In this section we use' echo mapping' techniques to fit the 1991 data in more detail and thereby to recover more detailed information -maps of the distribution of time delays with which the emission line responds, and the velocity distribution at each time delay. Our echo mapping analysis assumes that the line emission is driven by signals (e.g. photoionizing continuum radiation) arising in a compact continuum production region and travelling at the speed of light to the line-forming regions where they excite line emission. In this model a distant observer first sees a change in the continuum radiation, and then a corresponding change in the emission lines after a time delay to account for the longer signal travel time. The line light curve L(t) is therefore modelled as a convolution of the continuum light curve C(t) and a 'transfer function' V(7). The transfer function tells us how much line emission is produced in each interval of time delay, and so we may also refer to it as a 'delay map' or 'echo map'. It is in effect a one-dimensional map that resolves the emission-line gas on the set of iso-delay surfaces. These iso-delay surfaces are nested paraboloids concentric with the line of sight to the nucleus (actually ellipses with one focus at the nucleus and the other at the distant observer).
The maximum entropy algorithm that we use to derive maps by fitting to the data, and its implementation in the computer code MEMECHO, was introduced by Home, Welsh & Peterson (1991) , and is described more fully by . The model that we actually fit to the data is
Here C is the continuum background, which can be set to an arbitrary level, in this case the median of the continuum data, and L is the corresponding line background, which is determined as part of the fit. The fit is constrained by X 2 to ensure that the predicted light curves fit the observed light curves, and a maximum entropy criterion is used to steer the functions 'Ir(r) and C(t) toward smooth functions. The entropy criterion seeks to minimize the curvature of the function log 'Ir(r); thus an exponential function declining from zero (no curvature at all) is the first choice, and a Gaussian function (constant curvature) is the second choice. Fig. 6 shows a set of echo maps that we obtained by fitting the convolution model to continuum light curves at several continuum wavelengths, and to line light curves (continuum-subtracted fluxes) of several emission lines. In addition to the total line fluxes of He II, e IV, Si IV, e ill] and Mg II, we split the e IV profile into red and blue wings, red and blue cores and a central core component. We also fitted the Fine Error Sensor (PES) light curve, which has a broadband optical response that includes continuum and e.g. Balmer emission lines. We used MEMECHO to make simultaneous fits to all these light curves, thereby determining delay maps for each component with respect to the 1320-A continuum light curve.
One-dimensional echo maps
Although the maximum entropy solution depends on several 'control parameters' , the MEMECHO fits in this case are fairly robust. Fig. 6 superimposes the results of four different fits, all of which achieve liN = 1.0, but for different values of the maximum entropy control parameters. Comparing the four fits gives one a fair impression of the ambiguity that remains in the delay maps and corresponding light curves after being constrained by all the available line and continuum flux measurements.
The maps are constructed either on a delay range of 0 to 20 d, which imposes causality in the sense that the emission lines are permitted to respond after the continuum variations but not before, or on a delay range of -2 to 20 d, which tests the causality assumption by allowing line responses that precede the continuum variations. The causal maps tend to be exponentials declining from a peak at r = O. The acausal maps tend to have Gaussian peaks near or just above r = 0, and in this case the width of the Gaussian peak indicates the resolution achieved by the map. Remember that the entropy criterion prefers solutions with Gaussian peaks and exponential tails .
The quality of an echo map obviously depends in a crucial way on the character and quality of the information in the observed continuum and line light curves. To detect a response at a given time delay, the data must record a rise or fall of the continuum, and after the appropriate delay a corresponding rise or fall of the emission line. Similarly, to conclude that a response is absent at a given time delay, there must be a detection of no change in the line flux following the continuum event. Because AGN continuum variations are erratic in character, the information on different time delays is not cleanly isolated in time but rather is distributed in overlapping regions throughout the light CUIVe. There are also gaps in the coverage of the light curve, and error bars on the data points, which render the information incomplete. The maximum entropy fitting algorithm used by MEMECHO attempts to assemble all of the available information to construct from the data a continuum light curve and a set of delay maps that are smooth and yet give a good fit to the measured continuum and line fluxes.
Look first at the continuum light curves at the bottom of Fig. 6 . The continuum measured from the JUE spectra at 1320 A is used as the driving light curve. The continua at 1450, 1710, and 2689 A are treated here as echoes of the 1320-A continuum in order to see if there is evidence for any time delay between the continuum light curves at different wavelengths. When causality is imposed, the delay maps for these continuum light curves are exponential functions peaking at 0 and dropping to low values in less than 1 d. The acausal maps are Gaussian functions peaking at 0 with dispersions of :$1 d. The exponential and Gaussian forms are selected by our entropy criterion. The tightness of these maps about 0 implies that the continua at all these wavelengths vary together with no appreciable delays.
The continuum light curves all have an irregular decline roughly exponential in shape during the first 20 d. This provides information on time delays in the range 5-20 d. Following this is a period of about 6 d at nearly constant brightness, and then the sharp rise from JD 8596 to 8598, providing information on time delays as short as 1-2 d. After the unfortunate 6-d gap, the continuum is observed to be still high. The character of the variations in this light curve would appear to hold enough information to constrain delay maps over the full range 0 to 20 d, and this expectation is borne out by the fits displayed in Fig. 6 .
Look next at the He II line light curve, at the top of Fig. 6 . This closely resembles the continuum light curve. In particular, the sharp rise from JD 8596 to 8598 is clearly detected in He II. When causality is imposed, by setting r min = 0, the delay map peaks at o and declines roughly exponentially with an e-folding time of -2 d.
There is a faint tail extending out to -10 d, which allows the He II to decline somewhat more slowly than the continuum. The acausal maps rise to a rounded peak or plateau inside 1 d, and decrease to low values by 5 d. The curvature at the peak indicates that the resolution of the He II map is -2 d (FWHM).
Just below He II is the e IV total intensity light curve, and like Hell the eIV light curve has ample signal-to-noise ratio to record details in the bumpy decline and the sudden rise in flux near the end of the campaign. The eIV map rises sharply to a peak near 0, and then declines with an e-folding time of -4 d. The tail extending to 10-15 d is stronger for e IV than for He II. The resolution of the e IV map is about 1.5 d.
Examining the maps for different slices of the e IV line, we see evidence that the delay distribution changes across the line profile, being roughly symmetric in the line core and asymmetric in the wings. In the line centre the light curve declines rather more slowly than the continuum, and the map shows a broad delay distribution dropping half-way at -10 d and perhaps extending out to 20 d (resolution about 4 d). This may be affected strongly by the absorption feature, as we will see more clearly below. The red and blue cores have quite similar light curves, and the corresponding delay maps (resolution of -2 d) peak inside 1 d and decline to low values by 10 d. The blue core may be slightly more extended than the red core, but broadly speaking this inner part of the CIV profile has a delay distribution that is symmetric in velocity. We encounter evidence for asymmetry in the C IV line wings. The red wing map is sharply peaked with response only from 0 to 2 d, while the blue wing is broader, extending out to 5 or perhaps to 10 d.
This asymmetry between red and blue wings suggests a highvelocity inflow (redshifted gas moving away from us along the line of sight).
The resolution of a delay map generally deteriorates as the signal-to-noise ratio of the data decreases. and FES light curves are quite noisy by comparison with the other light curves. They do record gradual declines in flux which are fitted by broad exponential or Gaussian delay maps. Si IV and C rn] seem to have little or no rise in flux at the end of the light curve, and this keeps the response low at small lags, particularly for C rn]. The Mg n light curve is too noisy to be sure if the sharp rise occurs. Median delays of 4-6,7-11 and 4-8d are suggested for SilV, Crn] and Mgn respectively, but the poor data quality and the sensitivity of the MEMECHO maps to various control parameters imply that the shapes of these delay maps are not reliably determined.
Two-dimensional echo maps
Having found some evidence for asymmetry in the delay maps on red and blue wings of CIV, we now look more closely by constructing a full velocity-delay map. In Fig. 7 we present a wavelength-delay map obtained by MEMECHO by fitting to the line profile variations in continuum-subtracted SWP spectra in the vicinity of CIV and Hen emission lines. This two-dimensional map V(A, r) gives line response distributions obtained by fitting the line intensity curves in each wavelength bin from 1450 to 1700 A.
The map represents a superposition of velocity-delay maps for C IV and Hen lines (and any other variable lines in this wavelength range). Note that there is clearly some overlap between the red wing of CIV and the blue wing of Herr. The vertical projection shown below the map may be compared with the rms spectrum in Fig. 1 .
The horizontal projection shown to the right of the map matches the sum of the C IV and He rr delay maps from Fig. 6 , and vertical slices across the velocity-delay map may be compared with the corresponding red and blue wing and core delay maps in Fig. 6 . We have constructed the velocity-delay map with a variety of different wavelength and time-delay binnings, for different treatments of the error bars, and for causal and acausal delay ranges. We have also used the MEMECHO control parameters to adjust the degree of correlation of the map in the vertical and horizontal directions. Rather than showing more than one version here, we simply note that the results we obtained are generally consistent with Fig. 7 .
In Fig. 8 we present horizontal slices across the velocity-delay map to show how the velocity profile of the blended C IV and He rr response changes with increasing time delay. Here we present several different solutions to indicate the range of uncertainty permitted by the fit.
We note also that the core of the CIV line is strongly affected by the sharp, slightly blueshifted absorption feature. Since this absorption covers an unknown proportion of the continuum source as well as part of the emission-line source, our procedure of subtracting the continuum to obtain the line flux is not a correct treatment. The result should be to introduce a spurious large negative spike at 0 delay in the affected wavelength range, and this may become limited by the positivity constraint and smeared by the entropy to affect longer delays. Because we have not done careful simulations to understand the precise effects of the absorption line on this part of the map, the absorption stripe at small delays in the centre of C IV should probably be ignored.
Figs 7 and 8 clearly show that the C IV line response has a wide velocity distribution at small delays (:$2 d) and a smaller velocity dispersion at larger delays. In particular the broad wings extending to ±150oo -20000 kIn S-1 appear to be strong at delays of-2d or less, while the core emission inside ±6000 kIn S-1 extends out to 15 d and probably beyond. This pattern is roughly compatible with virial motions, as we suggest by plotting in Fig. 7 dashed and dotted curves giving the predicted envelope (escape velocity) assuming As noted before, the delay distribution in the line core is roughly symmetric on the red and blue sides of the line profile, but there is asymmetry in the wings. Calculations of velocity-delay maps for simple (power-law) models of the emission-line region show that a strong red-to-blue asymmetry is expected whenever the dominant motions of the emission-line gas are in the radial direction, infall or outflow. In the case of inflow (outflow) a small range of time delays is expected on the red (blue) side of the line profile. In the NGC 4151 maps we see that at delays less than 2 d the response is clearly stronger in the red wing of the C IV profile than in the blue wing, and that the high-velocity blue wing may persist out to delays of perhaps 8 d. This type of asymmetry suggests a high-velocity inflowing gas located close to the nucleus, within 4 light-days.
This interpretation as inflow is not unique, however. One plausible alternative is that the CIV emission is anisotropic, emitting preferentially back toward the nucleus because the emitting clouds are optically thick both to ionizing radiation and to C IV line photons (Ferland et al. 1992) . In this case the CIV emission inside 2 d may be preferentially from the far side of the nucleus, and the enhanced red wing then implies that this material is moving away from us and hence outward from the nucleus.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The ultimate goal of reverberation mapping studies is to use AGN emission lines responding to continuum variations to determine the spectral shape, time variations and anisotropy of the ionizing continuum, the spatial distribution, kinematics and anisotropy of the gas emitting the different lines, physical conditions in this gas, and ultimately the origin and fate of this gas. Material may be falling inward, flowing outward or circulating around the nucleus with different mixes at different distances from the nucleus. Potential sources of the emission-line gas are, for example, the surface of an accretion disc, extended envelopes around stars orbiting the nucleus, debris ejected from the nucleus, or tom off from the disc or from the stars by some as yet unidentified process. Finding the correct interpretation from among the wide range of possibilities is clearly a tall order.
The results of IUE campaigns to monitor the variability in NGC 4151 do not yet yield a very complete picture of the gas flow in this source, but at least some definite constraints are now in place. The results of this paper confirm and strengthen conclusions obtained in earlier studies based on cross-correlation analysis, namely that the BLR is small, is radially stratified, and is not dominated by radial motions. Our most complete information on the structure of the BLR in NGC 4151 can now be presented in the form of delay maps (Fig. 6 ) and velocity-delay maps (Figs 7 and 8) for the CIV (and Herr) emission.
Our main conclusions may be summarized as follows. The continuum light curves at wavelengths from 1320 to 3000 A exhibit large variations that are very similar at all wavelengths, with time delays of less than 1 d, implying that the UV continuum is produced in a region smaller than 1 light-day. We note that, if a significant fraction of the continuum in the range 2400-3200 A were contributed by the Balmer continuum, the reverberation mapping methods should yield a secondary time delay corresponding to the position ofthe region emitting the Balmer continuum (and the Balmer lines). Maoz et al. (1991) report a lag of 9 ± 2 d for Hex and H{1 lines in NGC 4151. We see no evidence for Balmer continuum emission with a similar lag in the 2689-A light curve.
The broad emission lines exhibit large variations that closely follow the continuum variations, and from this we infer that the broad emission lines arise within a few light-days of the source of continuum radiation, presumed to be a compact source of ionizing radiation at the centre of the AGN. When causality is imposed, in the sense that the lines must respond after and not before the continuum, the resulting delay maps are roughly exponential functions that peak at zero and decline with e-folding times of 1 to 4 d, compatible with the mean lags found by the crosscorrelation method. The small delay ranges require the broad emission-line gas to be close to the nucleus, or at least near the line of sight to the nucleus.
The cross-correlation lags and velocity-delay maps reveal that the delay distribution is roughly symmetric in the line core extending to ;t6000 km s -1. The geometry and kinematics of this core gas are then approximately either spherically or axially symmetric about the nucleus, and furthermore the predominant motions here are not radial.
Infiowing gas should produce a smaller mean delay and smaller range of delays on the red side than on the blue side of the line profile. There is evidence for this in the far wings (6000-15 000 km s -1) of C IV, the red wing is strong and confined to inside 2 d, while the blue wing is weaker and may extend out to -10 d. The stronger red wing inside 2 d might alternatively be interpreted as outflowing gas on the far side of the nucleus that has a strong inward anisotropy in its C IV emission. Comparison of the derived velocitydelay maps with model calculations may clarify which of these alternatives is more plausible.
The broad wings and narrower core establish a general trend of decreasing velocity dispersion with larger delays, roughly compatible with virial motions around a massive core of _10 7~.
Blueshifted low-velocity gas produces deep absorption lines which cover much of the rapidly varying continuum and emissionline region. This material is moving outward along the line of sight, and may be located anywhere outside -15 light-days. Finally, at much larger radii we encounter the narrow emission-line gas, which exhibits no large variations on time-scales of days-years.
The campaigns of 1991 and 1988 November-1989 January cover two similar episodes in the life of NGC 4151 (Figs 2 and  3) . The cross-correlation analysis suggests that the C IV line wings respond slightly faster to the continuum in 1991 than in 1988-89. This could signal a re-arrangement of gas in the vicinity of the line of sight in the time span of 3 years -comparable to the dynamical crossing time of the BLR. Evidence for re-arrangement of BLR gas has been found in other data on NGC 4151 (Ulrich et al. 1991; Perry, van Groningen & in NGC 3516 (Wanders & Horne 1994) .
Reverberation mapping is becoming increasingly useful in the on-going effort to decipher the structure of the BLR. With suitable data, this technique is capable of revealing the velocity distribution of gas at different distances from the nucleus, thereby probing the structure ofthe potential well, and discriminating between different kinematic models by sensing the presence or absence of radial motions. The 1991 /uE campaign provides just enough spectra of NGC 4151, with a fortuitously favourable pattern of variations in the continuum, to support the construction of velocity-delay maps. The results suggest a dynamical mass of -1 0 7 Me'), rule out strongly radial flows, and provide evidence for high-velocity radial flows near the centre (outflow inside 5 light-days and/or inflow plus inward anisotropy inside 2 light-days). However, the present data set caunot discriminate between several different geometries which are related to the physics of the BLR formation -disc or wide-angle cone or spherical distributions caunot yet be distinguished. Simulations (e.g. ) indicate that better data should be able to identify the distinct velocity-delay maps that are predicted for these different geometries. Careful comparisons of the data with detailed BLR models that predict line strengths and anisotropy as functions of radius may also lead to deeper insight.
